INTRODUCTION
Ignition and reaction times for methane combustion are depicted in Fig. 28 with 20% ltgO, and in Fig. 29 with 20% H20 and 10% CO2. These results show virtually no effect of flow contamination (H20 or a combination of H20 and CO2) on the ignition time, and small influence on the reaction time.
RESULT SUMMARY The resultswith hydrogen fuel and either H_O or the combination of H20 and CO2 as contaminants show a slightincreasein ignitiontimes, but the overalleffects 5 are minimal. The resultswith both ethane and methane fuelsand eitherH20 or the combination H_O and CO2 as contaminants show minimal effects ofthese contaminants on the ignitionand reactiontimes. As explained before, for many of the conditions calculated the ignitionand 6
reactiontimes exceed 1 to 10 millisecondsand a pilot torch or a highly reactiveignitorgas would be required to obtain combustion in an engine. 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study has been conducted to explore the kineticeffect of testflow contamination in airon the combustion of hydrogen, ethane, and methane fuels. The resultsshow that the presence of NO as a contaminant could yield an enhancement of scramjet engine performance during Mach 5 to 7 testing.The presence of H20 and CO2 did not substantially effectthe ignitionand reaction kineticsfor most of the cases studied. For many of these cases,however, the ignitionand reactiontimes were too high to allow combustion in a ramjet or scramjet engine, and an ignitionaid such as pilottorch or a highly reactiveignitorgas would be required to achieve combustion. For these cases (which particularly involve hydrocarbon fuels)unpiloted engine performance would not be achievableand, to assessthe effects of flowcontamination,additionalcalculations which includea candidate pilotgas should be accomplished. The overallresultsof this study show a potentialfor flow contaminant effects, but experimental data is needed to isolate these effects. 10 -1 10-1 10-2 10 -1 10-1
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